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Abstract. Posterior probabilities of sub-word units have been shown to be an effective front-end
for ASR. However, attempts to model this type of features either do not benefit from modeling
context-dependent phonemes, or use an inefficient distribution to estimate the state likelihood.
This paper presents a novel acoustic model for posterior features that overcomes these limitations.
The proposed model can be seen as a HMM where the score associated with each state is the
KL divergence between a distribution characterizing the state and the posterior features from
the test utterance. This KL-based acoustic model establishes a framework where other models
for posterior features such as hybrid HMM/MLP and discrete HMM can be seen as particular
cases. Experiments on the WSJ database show that the KL-based acoustic model can significantly
outperform these latter approaches. Moreover, the proposed model can obtain comparable results
to complex systems, such as HMM/GMM, using significantly fewer parameters.
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1 Introduction
Posterior probabilities have been successfully applied in the automatic speech recognition (ASR) field.
For example, they have been used for word lattice re-scoring [1], beam search pruning [2] or estimating
word confidence measures [3]. Posterior probabilities of sub-word units, such as phonemes, have been
shown to be an effective front-end for ASR [4]. The most common method for estimating posterior
features is through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [5].
Posterior probabilities can play three different roles when used as inputs for acoustic models. They
can be used as scores, labels or features. Hybrid HMM/MLP (multi-layer perceptron) systems [5] use
posteriors as scores. In this case, Bayes’ rule is applied to posteriors for estimating the state scaled
likelihoods. Their main limitation is that each state is associated to an output node of the MLP.
This can present difficulties when states represent a large number of models, e.g. context-dependent
phonemes, while keeping a reasonable size of the MLP. Discrete HMMs can use posteriors to obtain
the labels (codewords) [6]. Each label is defined as the class with the highest probability of the
posterior feature. This acoustic model is mainly used when fast decoding is required because state
likelihoods can be quickly obtained from a look-up table. It has been shown that they can provide
good performance because they can model the feature variability within each state through a discrete
emission probability [7]. However, they make a simplification on the posterior features because only the
most probable class is considered. Posteriors are used as features in the approach known as “tandem”
[8]. They are post-processed and then modeled by a HMM where state likelihoods are described by
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs). The tandem system thus benefits from both the discriminative
behavior of posterior features and the good modeling properties of GMMs. This approach, though,
requires a large number of parameters to properly characterize each state likelihood distribution.
In this work, we applied the acoustic model presented in [9] to a large vocabulary recognition task.
This model has a topology equivalent to typical HMMs for ASR. The parameters that describe each
state belong to the same space as the posteriors, i.e., each state is characterized by a multinomial
distribution that lies on the same simplex-space as the posterior features. These state distributions
can be estimated from a training dataset. A score is defined for each state based on the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence [10] between the posterior features and the state distributions. Since posterior
features can be seen as probability distributions over the space of classes, the KL divergence appears
to be a reasonable choice because it is a natural dissimilarity measure between distributions.
The presented model offers some advantages with respect to the acoustic models described above.
Since each state is only characterized by a multinomial distribution, context-dependent models can
be easily used without changing the structure of the posterior estimator as it is the case of hybrid
HMM/MLP. Also, unlike discrete HMMs, all the components of the posterior features are taken
into account without making any simplification. Moreover, only a few parameters are necessary for
properly characterizing each state, in contrast with HMM/GMM-based approaches. In this paper, we
also show that the proposed model establishes a general framework where hybrid HMM/MLP and
discrete HMM can be seen as particular cases.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes posterior features. Section 3 presents
the KL-based acoustic model. Section 4 shows the links between the KL-based model and state-of-
the-art acoustic models for posterior features. Section 5 describes the recognition experiments on the
Wall Street Journal database [11] and discusses the results. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
2 Posterior Features
Given a sequence of cepstral-based features X = {x1, · · · ,xt, · · · ,xT } extracted from an spoken ut-
terance, a sequence of posterior features Z = {z1, · · · , zt, · · · , zT } can be estimated from a MLP. Each
posterior feature zt = [p(c1|xt), · · · , p(ck|xt), · · · , p(cK |xt)]
T is the set of MLP output values when the
acoustic feature xt is used as input. In this work, the MLP has K output classes corresponding to
phonemes.
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3 KL-based Acoustic Model
The KL-based acoustic model can be described as a finite state machine of Q states, where each state
i ∈ {1, . . . , Q} is parameterized by a multinomial distribution yi. As in HMMs used for ASR, states
have a left-to-right topology. A score S(yi, z) is defined for each state as the KL divergence between
the state distribution yi and the posterior features z. In a similar way as standard ASR systems, the
transition cost from state i to the state j is the negative logarithm of the state transition probability
aij = P (qt = j|qt−1 = i). The structure of this model is illustrated in Figure 1.
− log a11
3
S(y2, z)
1 2
S(y3, z)S(y1, z)
− log a12 − log a23
− log a33− log a22
Figure 1: Scheme of the KL-based acoustic model formed by three states.
The KL divergence between two discrete distributions a and b is defined as [10]:
KL(a||b) =
K∑
k=1
a(k) log
a(k)
b(k)
(1)
where K denotes the dimension of the distributions. The distributions a and b play different and
meaningful roles: a is the reference distribution and b is the distribution to be tested. In this work,
we consider three possible cases:
HMM/KL state distributions are the reference distribution: S(yi, z) = KL(yi, z)
HMM/RKL (reverse) posterior features are the reference: S(yi, z) = KL(z,yi)
HMM/SKL (symmetric) KL and RKL are combined: S(yi, z) = 12 [KL(y
i, z) +KL(z,yi)]
Given a linguistic unit m and a sequence of posterior features Z = z1, · · · , zT , the global score
Jm(Z) is expressed as
Jm(Z) = min
Q(m)
[
T∑
t=1
S(yqt , zt)− log aqt−1qt
]
(2)
where the state score S(yi, z) varies depending on the configuration: HMM/KL, HMM/RKL or
HMM/SKL. The set Q(m) denotes all possible state sequences allowed by the linguistic unit m.
Training and decoding procedures are based on the minimization of this score Jm(Z). Algorithms
based on the Viterbi approximation are explained in detail in [9].
4 Links with other Acoustic Models
In this section, we present the links between the KL-based acoustic and hybrid HMM/MLP and
discrete HMM.
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4.1 Derivation of hybrid HMM/MLP
As it has already mentioned in the introduction, hybrid HMM/MLP estimates the state scaled likeli-
hood from the MLP posteriors via Bayes’ rule [5]. Hence, if we assume that the phoneme priors are
uniform, the score of a sequence of posterior features Z given the hybrid HMM/MLP model is defined
as
JHm (Z) = max
Q(m)
[
T∑
t=1
logP (qt|xt) + log aqt−1qt
]
(3)
where Q(m) denotes the set of all possible state sequences allowed by the unit m.
When comparing the expression (3) with the model score from HMM/KL (2), it can be noted
that they are equivalent if we define the state distribution yqt as a delta distribution centered at the
phoneme represented by the state qt. Thus,
JHm (Z) = max
Q(m)
[
T∑
t=1
−KL(δρ(qt)||zt) + log aqt−1qt
]
(4)
where ρ(q) is the mapping from each state q to its corresponding class (MLP output). This represents
the major limitation of hybrid HMM/MLP because each state must correspond to an output class
from the MLP. HMM/KL removes this constraint because each state is represented by a multinomial
distribution whose values are estimated from the training data.
Therefore, hybrid HMM/MLP can be seen as a particular case of HMM/KL where state distribu-
tions are delta distributions and phoneme priors are assumed uniform.
4.2 Derivation of discrete HMM
In discrete HMM, the sequence of speech features is first quantized into clusters. The most common
methods to quantize are based on K-means [12] and MLP [6]. This latter approach yields better
accuracy because of its capability of modeling non-linear boundaries and discriminative training. For
each feature vector xt, its corresponding label vt is defined as the MLP output with the highest
probability, vt = argmaxk p(ck|xt). Given a sequence of cluster indexes V = v1 · · · vt · · · vT , the score
of a discrete HMM is defined as
JDm(V ) = max
Q(m)
[
T∑
t=1
logP (vt|qt) + log aqt−1qt
]
(5)
This score function can then be represented in terms of the HMM/RKL configuration by turning the
indexes into delta distributions centered at the dimension given by the index.
JDm(V ) = max
Q(m)
[
T∑
t=1
−KL(δvt ||y
qt) + log aqt−1qt
]
(6)
Therefore, discrete HMM can be seen as a particular case of HMM/RKL where posterior features
are delta distributions centered at the component with the highest probability. It should be noted
that this relation have already been observed in [13]. In that case, the discrete HMM was using a
fuzzy vector quantizer.
5 Experiments and Results
In previous experiments [9], we applied the KL-based acoustic model to a small vocabulary task. In
this work, the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) database [11] is used to carry out recognition experiments
using the acoustic models described in the previous sections. A set of 38250 utterances (∼ 80 hours)
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has been used for training the MLP. For each posterior feature zt, a context of 9 PLP acoustic vectors
(xt−4 · · ·xt · · ·xt+4) is used as inputs (39 x 9 = 351 units) for the MLP. It contains 3652 hidden units
and 45 output nodes, which are also the set of phonemes {ck}
K
k=1, hence K = 45. The total number of
weights of the MLP corresponds to 5% of the total amount of samples in the training data. The test
data used in this work is known as WSJ 5K task. A bigram language model is applied to decode 913
test utterances (∼ 2 hours) using a lexicon of 5150 words. Experiments using context independent
(CI) and context dependent (CD) phonemes have been carried out. Phonemes are modeled by a
3-state KL-based model. In the case of CD phonemes, the 4000 word-internal triphones appearing
most often in the training data have been used (they cover 85% of the training dataset). For this
case, the 45 CI phonemes are used to model unseen triphones on the test set. For the tandem system,
16 Gaussian distributions are used to describe each state likelihood. In this case, the post-processing
of the posterior features is done using the standard procedure (log + PCA) described in the original
paper [8].
model CI CD
hybrid HMM/MLP 23.9 -
HMM/KL 23.5 22.3
discrete HMM 25.5 40.0
HMM/RKL 26.6 22.4
HMM/SKL 23.3 20.9
tandem 27.7 20.0
Table 1: Word error rate expressed in percentage
Results are shown in Table 1. The performance of hybrid HMM/MLP only corresponds to the
monophone case since, in this work, the MLP estimates posteriors of context-independent phonemes.
As it was shown in [9], HMM/KL performs better than hybrid HMM/MLP and significant improve-
ment is obtained when using context-dependent models. This can be explained because state distri-
butions {yi} can better describe the co-articulation effects. Table 5 illustrates this effect. The highest
components of the state distributions characterizing the triphone /r/-/ah/+/m/ are shown. It can
be noted that the left context (/r/) is represented in the first state and that the right context (/m/)
appears in the third state. The second state corresponds to the central phoneme (/ah/), which is also
represented by the neutral vowel (/ax/).
/r/-/ah/+/m/
/ah/ (0.5) /ah/ (0.8) /ah/ (0.5)
/r/ (0.2) /ax/ (0.1) /m/ (0.3)
Table 2: The two highest components of the three state state distributions characterizing hte triphone
/r/-/ah/+/m/. The corresponding phoneme and its weight value are represented.
When comparing the performance of discrete HMM/RKL and discrete HMM, we can observe
that discrete HMM fails when modeling context-dependent models. Since there is a large number
of models, less training samples are assigned to each one. Thus, these models are not properly
characterized because posteriors are simplified to only their highest component. This effect does not
appear when using HMM/RKL because all the information from the posterior features is used.
Experiments have been carried out where delta distributions (labels from posteriors) have been used
for the HMM/RKL models. These experiments have yielded comparable results to the HMM/RKL
case but decoding time has been significantly reduced. Hence, we can take advantage of the good
generalization properties of HMM/RKL and the fast decoding time of discrete HMMs.
HMM/SKL outperforms the rest of KL-based acoustic models as it was also observed in [9]. This
can be explained by analyzing the entropy of the posterior features and the reference distributions.
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Table 3 presents the average entropy of the reference distributions for all the KL-based acoustic
models.
model CI CD
HMM/KL 0.21 0.25
HMM/RKL 0.91 0.87
HMM/SKL 0.49 0.50
posteriors 0.51
Table 3: Average entropy of the state distributions for the KL-based acoustic models. The last row
corresponds to the average entropy of the posterior features. The entropy of a posterior feature zt is
computed as H(zt) = −
∑
k p(ck|xt) log p(ck|xt).
From Table 3, we can observe that the average entropy of the reference distributions when using
HMM/SKL is similar to the average entropy of the posterior features. This effect is also observed at
the state level: the entropy of each state distribution is similar to the average entropy of the training
samples used to estimate that state distribution1. Since the entropy is a measure of uncertainty
[10], this means that the uncertainty of a state distribution is equivalent to the average uncertainty
of the training samples used to estimate that distribution. This suggests that HMM/SKL yields
better performance because the symmetric KL criterion is able to estimate more appropriate state
distributions.
5.1 System Complexity
In this section, we evaluate the complexity of the different acoustic models described in this paper. We
compare the performance and the number of total parameters for different training data sizes. Table 4
presents the total number of parameters of the different models and Figure 2 shows the evolution of
the performance using context-dependent models. The parameters of hybrid HMM/MLP are only the
weights of the MLP. The number of hidden units of the MLP is chosen so that the number of weights
represents 5% of the training feature vectors.
 4h 10h 20h 40h 80h
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
Training Data Size
W
ER
 
 
hybrid HMM/MLP
HMM/KL
HMM/RKL
HMM/SKL
tandem HMM/GMM
Figure 2: Word error rate depending on the training data size.
We can observe that all the models are similarly affected by the training data size. It can be noted
that HMM/SKL obtains a comparable performance to tandem by using a significantly fewer number of
parameters. This suggests that the KL divergence is a more convenient measure to describe the feature
variability within each state than a GMM. When comparing HMM/SKL and hybrid HMM/MLP, it
1The same conclusions have been obtained in other databases.
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training hybrid HMM/MLP HMM/SKL tandem
4h 72K 612K 14856K
10h 182K 722K 48695K
20h 365K 905K 78909K
40h 730K 1270K 106008K
80h 1460K 2010K 135496K
Table 4: Parameters of the acoustic models. The number of parameters of HMM/KL, HMM/RKL
and HMM/SKL is the same.
can be noted that hybrid HMM/MLP requires 80 hours of training data and a MLP of 1460K weights
for obtaining the same performance as HMM/SKL, using only 20 hours of training data and 905K
total parameters. Therefore, characterizing each state with a multinomial distribution is more effective
than using a bigger MLP trained on more data.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a novel acoustic model for posteriors features based on the KL
divergence. Since KL is not symmetric, three configurations are possible. One of them (HMM/KL)
can be seen as a general case of hybrid HMM/MLP when phoneme priors are assumed uniform.
The other configuration (HMM/RKL) is a general case of discrete HMM where posteriors are not
simplified to delta distributions. In this work we show that the two configurations of the KL-based
model outperform both hybrid HMM/MLP and discrete HMM. A symmetric combination of KL
divergence can also be used as state score (HMM/SKL). Since this configuration is able to adjust
the entropy of the state distributions according to the entropy of the training samples, HMM/SKL
outperforms the rest of KL-based acoustic models.
In addition, a study on the complexity of the acoustic models is carried out. The proposed
HMM/SKL yields comparable performance than HMM/GMM by using significantly fewer number of
parameters. This suggest that KL divergence is a more appropriate measure than GMM for computing
the feature variability within each state. Moreover, HMM/SKL outperforms hybrid HMM/MLP by
using less amount of training data and fewer parameters. Thus, state distributions are more effective
for describing the speech variability than using a more complex MLP.
Discrete HMM are very suitable acoustic models when decoding time is a relevant factor. However,
they lack of generalization capabilities when using context-dependent phonemes. In this work, we also
show that we can benefit from good generalization properties and fast decoding by training the system
using HMM/RKL and decoding using the codewords obtained from the posteriors.
Future work should be focus on increasing the capacity of the system. This increasing of the com-
plexity system can be done by augmenting the number of classes (in this work, classes are phonemes).
A reasonable direction would be to investigate the use of more classes without the need of a large
number of MLP output nodes. For example, several MLPs that estimate articulatory features could
be combined [14].
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